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by the highlands of! the Mandingo country.
Its course is nort Invest and west through the
Senegawbia and Kigor territories, and it en-
ters a lagoon on the Atlantic Ocean near the
town of Saint-Louis. The river has two
picturesque cataracts, Guino and Felu, The
basin drained by tho Senegal is hot and un-
k'ultht'uL About TOO of its 1,000 miles are
navigable, but much ol' its course is danger-
ous to shipping,
SENEGAL, a, French colony in West
Africa, extending from the Gambia River on
the south to tho Senegal on the north, and
from the Atlantic Ocean eastward somewhat
indefinitely, It has an area of about 74,000
square miles and a population of about 1,250,-
000, of which 4,(5W) are whites, The region
is mostly low, and in some sections the soil
is unfertile, but in some portions of the
Senegal Valley thcro are luxuriant forests.
The climate is hot and ttnhealthful. The prod-
ucts consist of coeoanuts, rubber, raisins,
millet and mam\ The capital is Saint-Louis
which ik connected by railway with Dakar and
Hufinque. There are no manufactures, and
the commerce is comparatively unimportant.
See FHKxrn wkst afiuca,
SBICBGAM'BIA, a territory in West
Africa, now known an Senegal (which see).
SBNKAOHEEIB, wb mite rib, an Assy-
rian kin$t not! of Kiirgon, who reigned from
705 to Ci8X 3». o. lie suppressed the revolt
of the Babylonians, mlueed part of Media,
exacted tribute from Tyre and other Phoe-
mdim cities, advanced upon Philistia and
Egypt and finally proceeded against Heae-
kiah, king of «1udah, who had revolted. Yield-
ing to panic, Hesseidah paid the tribute ex-
acted, but when Sennacherib again invaded
Judah, a miraculous visitation caused the
death of thousands of his troops. Sen-
nacherib built the embankment of the Tigris
and made canals arid water courses, but his
arehlteteal triumph was the palace of
Koyunjikj "which covered eight acres,
SEHSAfXOH* a mental impression re-
ceived through the excitation of a sensory
nerve. The gonditioaa necessary to a sensa-
tion are (1) a stimulus acting upon the ends
of a sensory nerve; (2) the transmission of
this stimulus to the nerve center with which
the edited nerve is connected j (8), reaction
of, the brain upon the stimulus*
Intensify, f ha mtaimty of a sensation de*
p@nds upon two classes of conditions—those
which art external &&<! those which are inter-
 nal The external conditions are (1) the in-
tensity of the stimulus; for instance, the sen-
sation from the light of a candle is not as
intense as that from an electric light; (2)
the mass or amount of the stimulus; a boy
derives more pleasure from a spoonful of
sugar than from a few grains; (3) newness
of surroundings; because everything is new
to him the child has stronger sensations from
a certain stimulus than does the adult; (4)
prolongation of the stimulus; the intensity is
weakened by the prolongation of the stimu-
lus beyond a given time. An odor which is at
first keen is scarcely perceived after a few
moments. Looking continually at a bright
object fatigues the eye, and the color ap-
pears more dim, and listening continually to
a monotonous sound lessens its intensity.
The internal conditions are (1) attention;
sensation becomes more vivid if we give it
our attention; (2) condition of mind and
body; sensations are weakened by weariness
and by some diseases, while they are some-
times intensified by such diseases as irritate
the nerves; (3) contrast; sudden changes
from one extreme to another increase the in-
tensity, as in passing from a dark room to
one brilliantly lighted, or in the hearing of a
loud sound when one is in quietude.
Development. At birth the organs of spe-
cial sense are dormant, and they develop
slowly. The best authorities consider touch,
as the fundamental sense, and it is the one
earliest developed. Taste and sight follow
closely, and the development of touch aids
in their perfection and makes them more
acute. While taste and smell are inseparable
in the act of tasting, the sense of smell is of
later development than the sense of taste.
Hearing is developed later than the other
senses, bixt next to sight it is the sense which
gives us the widest range of knowledge.
The senses are given to us by nature. We
do not learn to taste or smell or see. Al-
though we may improve our recognition and
discrimination of sights and smells, we can-
not change the sensitivity of our sense
organs, and the sensations which they pro-
duce. Some people are born with certain
highly developed sensitivity. Tea "tasters,
for instance, have an unusually "good sense
of taste. Others are born with defective
sensitivity. A color-blind person, for in-,
stance, cannot see ted. The actual sensation
is innate and c-an never be acquired* See
perception,

